
COLLEGE COUNCIL 

January 10, 2017 

 

Mark: 

New Personnel 

Faculty research and infrastructure initiative 

Provost 

Misc. 

 

Gary: 

Admissions 

Rho Chi / PLS Elections 

Curriculum 

 

Paige:  Update on Career Days and Breakin’ Down the MU event. 

  Other general event updates 



College Council                                  April 11, 2017 

  

Budget:  can operate business as usual.  Can dip into some funds.  3% reduction, 2.5% reduction 

proposed b MZ in central administrative spending. Falls under alumni relations budget, more like 

10% there, 8K total.  Mark can use some OHSU funds for the CLSB monthly operations.  For 

the most part, we’re in a pretty good spot. 

Foundation to reduce amount of funds from the endowment.  Currently at 4% for scholarships 

and such.  They are reducing the dispersement  to 4% total with a 1.35% cut for them for 

operating expenses.  Will reduce the amount of funds for scholarships.  Make it up in annual 

giving. Try to keep at same levels as this year.  Talk to donors and explain what’s going on, try 

to get them to add to the principal of the endowment.  

Graduate Salary debt info:  see attachment mark sent.  Ratio of 1.  Next page in the link shows 

the debt ratio of the schools that are good investments.  Another page shows schools that are not 

a good value. 

Graduate program review:  May 21st thru 23rd.  External reviewers coming to meet in Corvallis 

and Portland.  Kerry McPhail has been working on this to keep folks informed of the 

visit.  Expected to go really well.   

Possible recruiter split position:  Thinking of taking proactive approach with an in-house type of 

recruiter.  Need a full time advisor in the Portland office, and will try for other ways to get a 

recruiter.  Talking with enrollment management to split a position for recruiting for the 

college.  This would be a new position with the college, at .5 fte. 

Admissions:  90 students accepted for fall.  Usually have 8-10% attrition.  But it’s looking good. 

PAR block:  Week 2 of par block now, which is assessment heavy for the first week.  Exams on 

law and ethics, calculations, top 200 drugs were given in week 1.  Several other assignments and 

activities are being done this week.  Written DI response due this week, and one more 

assessment in acute care.  Today is a class on law & ethics being led by Dan Kennedy from 

Providence.  Small group conversations to take place in the next couple of weeks, in low stakes 

format.  Right now (today) we’re going to give the students a letter with the results of the first 3 

exams and the verbal DI response.  The most students who failed the written exams was in the 

top 200 drugs.  Am-care simulations went okay.  Overall the experience has gone fairly well so 

far. Students who don’t pass the assessments have opportunity to talk with an advisor before they 

do a retake.  The retake exams will be the same questions since we don’t have a large bank of 

questions.   

JR:  question about the P2 students wondering what the PAR block is about and they’re already 

worrying about it.  Need to expose the P1 and P2 students to the concept of the PAR block 

activities.  Advising is being done. 



Paige:  

         April 20 OSU day at the capitol.   Email paige if anyone would like to attend.  Would like to also have 

faculty participate.  Health fair being held during this function.  Will send email with info 

         Icons on May 20 

         June 2nd women in pharmacy 

         June 4th convocation at OHSU. 

         June 16th graduation at Corvallis. 

  

 


